
The United States of America, on the one part, and the representatives of the Chinese nation, and of the nation of Japan, on the other part, being desirous of establishing friendly relations with each other, and of promoting the interests of commerce and navigation between the two countries, have accordingly agreed as follows:

1. The United States of America will extend to the Chinese nation and to the nation of Japan all the rights, privileges, and immunities enjoyed by the representatives of other nations, in consequence of the treaty between the United States of America and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, of the 28th of April, 1851, and the treaty between the United States of America and the United States of Japan, of the 30th of November, 1854.

2. The representative of the Chinese nation and the representative of the nation of Japan shall have the same rights, privileges, and immunities as those enjoyed by the representative of any other nation, in relation to the property and persons of any person of Chinese or Japanese extraction, residing in the United States of America.

3. The United States of America will not adopt any measure of discrimination against the Chinese nation or the nation of Japan, which may interfere with the rights, privileges, and immunities enjoyed by the representatives of any other nation, in the United States of America.

4. The United States of America will not adopt any measure of discrimination against the Chinese nation or the nation of Japan, which may interfere with the rights, privileges, and immunities enjoyed by the representatives of any other nation, in the United States of America.

5. The United States of America will not adopt any measure of discrimination against the Chinese nation or the nation of Japan, which may interfere with the rights, privileges, and immunities enjoyed by the representatives of any other nation, in the United States of America.

6. The United States of America will not adopt any measure of discrimination against the Chinese nation or the nation of Japan, which may interfere with the rights, privileges, and immunities enjoyed by the representatives of any other nation, in the United States of America.

7. The United States of America will not adopt any measure of discrimination against the Chinese nation or the nation of Japan, which may interfere with the rights, privileges, and immunities enjoyed by the representatives of any other nation, in the United States of America.

8. The United States of America will not adopt any measure of discrimination against the Chinese nation or the nation of Japan, which may interfere with the rights, privileges, and immunities enjoyed by the representatives of any other nation, in the United States of America.

9. The United States of America will not adopt any measure of discrimination against the Chinese nation or the nation of Japan, which may interfere with the rights, privileges, and immunities enjoyed by the representatives of any other nation, in the United States of America.

10. The United States of America will not adopt any measure of discrimination against the Chinese nation or the nation of Japan, which may interfere with the rights, privileges, and immunities enjoyed by the representatives of any other nation, in the United States of America.

11. The United States of America will not adopt any measure of discrimination against the Chinese nation or the nation of Japan, which may interfere with the rights, privileges, and immunities enjoyed by the representatives of any other nation, in the United States of America.

12. The United States of America will not adopt any measure of discrimination against the Chinese nation or the nation of Japan, which may interfere with the rights, privileges, and immunities enjoyed by the representatives of any other nation, in the United States of America.

13. The United States of America will not adopt any measure of discrimination against the Chinese nation or the nation of Japan, which may interfere with the rights, privileges, and immunities enjoyed by the representatives of any other nation, in the United States of America.

14. The United States of America will not adopt any measure of discrimination against the Chinese nation or the nation of Japan, which may interfere with the rights, privileges, and immunities enjoyed by the representatives of any other nation, in the United States of America.

15. The United States of America will not adopt any measure of discrimination against the Chinese nation or the nation of Japan, which may interfere with the rights, privileges, and immunities enjoyed by the representatives of any other nation, in the United States of America.

16. The United States of America will not adopt any measure of discrimination against the Chinese nation or the nation of Japan, which may interfere with the rights, privileges, and immunities enjoyed by the representatives of any other nation, in the United States of America.

17. The United States of America will not adopt any measure of discrimination against the Chinese nation or the nation of Japan, which may interfere with the rights, privileges, and immunities enjoyed by the representatives of any other nation, in the United States of America.

18. The United States of America will not adopt any measure of discrimination against the Chinese nation or the nation of Japan, which may interfere with the rights, privileges, and immunities enjoyed by the representatives of any other nation, in the United States of America.

19. The United States of America will not adopt any measure of discrimination against the Chinese nation or the nation of Japan, which may interfere with the rights, privileges, and immunities enjoyed by the representatives of any other nation, in the United States of America.

20. The United States of America will not adopt any measure of discrimination against the Chinese nation or the nation of Japan, which may interfere with the rights, privileges, and immunities enjoyed by the representatives of any other nation, in the United States of America.